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ADVEnTURE
PARKS

Construction and design of
adventure parks and rope courses

climbing

Captivating
adventure parks
Balancing, tottering, swinging, sometimes zipping
through the air and sometimes carefully and
slowly feeling one’s way; this is how one climbs
here, high up in the forest.
Adventure parks are high-rope courses used for
tourists and built in an existing, natural forest.
Climbing through the trees and surpassing
oneself in the process - this is what constitutes
the unique appeal of adventure parks. Up there,
the thrill of the height and the challenges of the
course meet encounter an unadulterated experience
of nature. During their climbing tour, customers can
enter parts of the forest that can’t be reached in any other
way - the trees’ canopies.

The joy
of movement

nature as a motivator

All age groups, right down to the smallest children will enjoy
themselves and the experience of nature.

Ropes course

After a short introduction to gear and safety, guests can move freely through the ropes course.
Using the forest as a playground area, nature demonstrates what it has on offer. Based on
Cambium‘s longstanding experience the elements are graded by their degree of difficulty and installed to slowly luring the guests out of their comfort zone.

Zipline course

A fast-paced race through the forest. Cambium GmbH combines the joy of
experiencing nature with fun and action. The in-house-developed zipline
curve makes for thrilling surprises behind the trees. The traffic light system, another Cambium in-house development, cares for the safety of
your guests.

Partner course

Get your team-skills tested in the partner course. The challenges of
these elements can only be tackled by cooperating and supporting
one another.

Children course

Climbing, moving hand over hand, ropeway travel … just like the
adults high up. This is made possible by a low-altitude course,
assembled at a height of 1.50 m, which can be climbed both with
and without a security system.

Treewalk

Getting high up on broad suspension bridges that do not require a security system. An experience of nature for all age groups. No matter, if built
as an expansion of a climbing forest or as a standalone, our treewalk will be
your customer magnet.

Design of rope courses
Are you looking for an additional attraction in the touristic or experientialeducation sector?
The construction of a a rope course or an adventure park is a moderate
investment that is flexible in size and can, due to its relatively low fixed
costs, yield high returns.
Everything is possible. This also applies to the project implementation:
As one of the leading manufacturers in the field Cambium has many years of experience in the design, planning, supervision, construction and
inspection of adventure parks and rope courses. Get in touch with us
and we will create a detailed project drawing and will guide you through
all issuing processes with authorities.
What is more, we appreciate diverse modes of cooperation: we supply
construction sets and offer DIY-customers varying levels of support.
Contact us. We will gladly consult with you.

Cambium GmbH ...

 ffers products that blend in seemlessly in the natural environment.Camo
bium is commited to quality and sustainability in material and implementation.
 orks with an assembly technique based on a unique concept for asw
sembling steel ropes and platforms that is gentle on the trees.
 ssembles without heavy construction machines or lifting platforms,
a
hence protecting the living forest.
 ffers a variety of different belay systems, from smart belays right up to a
o
Continuous Belay System.
 ffers sophisticated courses / products / installations, right down to the
o
smallest components and constantly optimised day-to-day operations
gained from the experience of existing parks.

Prerequisites

s tarting from 150 m² with approx. 20 trees, it is suited, e.g. for a children’s
course - with approx. 1.5ha, large adventure parks can be realised.
Trees with a diameter of > 25 cm

COURSES

Our guiding principle: always close to nature – both in form and material

Our satisfied customers
We are delighted to have realized a large number of succesfull projects with our customers and
been able to build relationships based on trust and mutual cooperation. Customer satisfaction is
paramount and spurs our motivation for new developments and projects. Some examples of our
references:
Freiraum group of companies
Sayn climbing forest, Hennef Vulkanpark
Schwerte climbing forest belongs to the
Freiraum company group.

Sayn climbing forest

The Sayn climbing forest is located in
the beautiful Sayntal near Koblenz. The
facility, which was constructed in spring
2008, captivates with its tree population.
Among others, it boasts Germany’s thirdhighest tree, in addition to many creative
elements such as a tree house and slide.
www.kletterwald-sayn.de

Hennef climbing forest

Since June 2011, there have been 14
courses to climb in the Hennef climbing
forest. The partner course is considered
a special challenge, which can only be
managed with by helping one another.
www.kletterwald-hennef.de

Weitblick experience of
nature
Wiesbaden Neroberg
In a beautiful oak forest, a climbing forest
was erected in 2006, converted in 2016
and expanded with Continuous Belay
and Fox Corner.
www.kletterwald-neroberg.de
Darmstadt
A climbing forest was erected at the
university premises in 2007 and subsequently expanded many times.
www.kletterwald-darmstadt.de
Lauschhütte climbing forest
In 2007 we erected this climbing forest
at a beautiful tourist destination near
Bingen. The portfolio is supplemented by
the possibility of overnight accommodation in our ErlebNest in this forest.
www.kletterwald-lauschhütte.de

Climbing forest Blomberg

We built Bavaria’s highest climbing forest
at Bad Tölz in the summer of 2008.
www.kletterwald-blomberg.de

Climbing forest Marburg

The Marburg climbing forest opened its
gates punctually for the start of the 2011
season.
www.kletterwald-marburg.de

Kletterwald Bad Marienberg
Im Frühjahr 2012 eröffnete der Kletterwald Bad Marienberg in einem schönen
Mischwald an einem grossen Tierpark
mit Kinderspielplatz.
www.kletterwald-badmarienberg.de

Skytrek Sterzing

Direkt an der Ferienroute vor dem
Brennerpass wurde die Anlage komplett
als Bausatz in Kundeneigenleistung
errichtet.
www.skytrek.it

Estermann Event Abenteuer
GmbH
Munich forest
A very successful facility, established in
2015, with 100 elements, a continuous
Belay System, complete performance,
including tree care.
www.muenchner-wald.de
Climbing forest Chiemsee
This climbing forest came into being
directly at the bank of Lake Chiemsee in
Prien in the autumn of 2008.
www.kletterwald-prien.de

Rope course Gründenmoos
in Switzerland

A rope course with 5 courses opened directly opposite the sport facility
Gründenmoos in June 2012, providing a
team and a children’s course.
www.gruendenmoos.ch/seilpark

Zipline in the Sokcho resort
in South Korea

In the spring of 2016, in cooperation with our Korean sales partner, we
erected two 150 m long ropeways in the
Hanwah resort in Seorak with a zip-stop
system across a lake.

Treewalk in Rotorua /
Neuseeland

In the autumn of 2015, we built a Treewalk in the Redwoods in New-Zealand.
This new development of suspension
bridges in living trees runs across a
length of 660m with 23 bridges at a
height of 8 - 10 metres. A unique project
that we developed and realised with an
international team.
www.treewalk.co.nz
www.treewalk.eu

Cambium – We bring people into nature

Cambium
The trees are our most important construction element.
Everything else is harmoniously added on.
We have been developing and building adventure parks, tree
houses and playgrounds in forests since 2006. As entrepreneurs, working with and in the forest, we consider ourselves responsible for it. We plan and build in an environmentally-friendly
manner. Not only for ecological reasons; economic sustainability
is important for us. We are convinced that both foster each
other.
Cambium is the tree’s vital line. The growth layer, which is found
underneath the bark, is to be sustained.
From conception to equipping with building sets, right up
to turnkey constructions: we oﬀer individual solutions for
every demand – creative and diﬀerent. Get in touch with us.

That we are not only extremely practical but also develop creative and innovative
solutions, was conﬁrmed by the IAPA Award for the products Treewalk, ErlebNest and
the SafeFox Guest monitoring system.

Cambium GmbH
Tree houses
For the special forest
canopy experience

Climbing forest shop
Europe’s unique full-range supplier
for adventure park products
bH
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SHOP
Cambium GmbH
Plans, builds and supervises
adventure parks and rope courses

Kids
Low altitude courses for children
and playgrounds

Treewalk
Experience new perspectives
walking through the treetops

We are at your service

International Sales,
Consultation, Marketing

Iris Cassier
Office telephone: +49/7563/519402
Mobile: +49/160/97736410
i.cassier@cambium-gmbh.de

Sales Germany,
Technical Support:

Simon Cassier
Office telephone: +49/7563/519402
Mobile: +49/170/9349303
s.cassier@cambium-gmbh.de

Drawing people into nature

We have sales partners in Italy, Spain and South Korea.
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Cambium Gmbh · Emmelhofen 15 · 88353 Kißlegg
Telephone: +49/7563/519402 · Fax : +49/7563/908073
www.dreaming-in-trees.com

